
Reliance acsn – Ukraine Crisis Update
Strategic Assessment
Russian forces have withdrawn from Northern Ukraine in some disorder, leaving behind devastation and evidence of 
war crimes. The Ukrainian Government has declared victory in the battle for Kyiv but acknowledges that the war is, 
by no means, over. Russian military units have suffered severe losses forcing a strategic rethink by the Kremlin, who 
is now focusing on securing territorial gains in the south and expanding operations in the disputed Donbas 
region. This will be no easy task given the number of losses the Russians have sustained, the poor state of 
equipment and their weak logistics performance.
Russian cyber activity continues to fall short of pre-war expectations. The Ukrainian Government’s command and 
control network, which will have been a strategic Russian target remains largely functioning. Critical national 
infrastructure has not been hit by a massive cyberattack. And Russia is playing catch-up in the information war. A 
number of factors may have contributed to this.
Russia may be wary of launching a NotPetya-style attack on Ukraine because it lacks the precision to target only 
Ukrainian institutions. Russia can ill afford a cyber event that initiates an escalation in the conflict, regardless of its 
nuclear cyber rattling, and will also be aware that an attack that goes viral can impact on it as much as its 
opponents. (NotPetya hit Russian organizations as well.) Russia will also be aware that earlier cyberattacks against 
Ukraine’s electricity grid disrupted for a short period only. Kinetic attacks against Ukrainian infrastructure have a 
greater long-term impact.
It appears that Russia did attempt to disrupt Ukraine’s command and control. In early briefings we referred to the 
significance of an attack on the KA-SAT (ViaSat) system which happened conveniently on 23 February, the eve of the 
invasion. The subsequent disruption was largely mitigated because Ukraine deployed the Starlink service, provided 
by Elon Musk.
Controlling the information space – largely through cyber effects operations – is a fundamental part of the 
Gerasimov doctrine on which the Russian military operates. That this has failed outside Russia is largely due to the 
West’s (primarily the US and UK) judicious and innovative publication of intelligence, exposing Putin’s intentions and 
denying the Russian propaganda machine the initiative. Thus, for example, Putin’s intention to invade Ukraine was 
exposed while he was still denying it, and his army’s orders to hunt down and eliminate Ukraine’s civil leadership 
were revealed in advance, making it difficult for Russia to counter accusations of war crimes. This has forced those 
orchestrating Russia’s disinformation campaign onto the back foot.
Russia’s ability to strike out with indiscriminate cyber attacks remains, however, and the Kremlin will be tempted to 
order their use as their military campaign continues to falter. The threat from ransomware carried out by gangs not 
just in Russia is a constant threat and we continue to advice organizations to have mitigations against a cyber event 
in place.
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Tactical Updates
1. A report from Direkt36 states that adversaries employed by the Russian Federal Security Service (FSB) and the 

Russian Military Intelligence Service (GRU) have completely compromised the internal systems of the 
Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs last year. The adversaries have accessed organization’s encrypted 
network that is used to store confidential and restricted political documents. Since the Russians had access 
before the Ukraine Crisis, this allowed them to closely monitor every step of what the country is about to take. 
The adversaries leveraged phishing campaigns, malicious links and documents to gain access to the network. 

2. Chinese state sponsored threat group RedDelta (very likely overlap with Mustang Panda) is now using lures 
relating to the Ukraine Crisis to target EU diplomatic entities, while still targeting entities in Vietnam and 
Myanmar. The threat actor uses phishing emails with malicious links to a Dropbox hosted malicious 
executables. A Remote Access Trojan (RAT) called Hodur, an evolved PlugX RAT is observed being deployed 
after the malicious executables are run.

3. Killnet, a pro-Russian hacktivist/ criminal organization, is the first one to publicly claim an attack on an asset 
that is a part of the US critical infrastructure – the Bradley International Airport in Connecticut. Distributed 
denial of service (DDoS) has been confirmed, however according to US officials, this did not results in a data 
breach and did not have any impact on the airport operations. Killnet has previously claimed responsibility for 
attacks on government entities in Poland as a response to a humanitarian aid to Ukraine. 

NCSC Recommendation Corresponding Reliance acsn Service

Check your system patching Internal and External Penetration Testing

Verify access controls Internal Penetration Testing/ PAM

Ensure defences are working Internal Penetration Testing/ PAM

Logging and monitoring Managed Detection and Response

Review your backups Assurance Services

Incident plan Assurance & Incident Response

Check your internet footprint Penetration Testing

Phishing response Penetration Testing

Third party access Penetration Testing/ Assurance/ PAM

Brief your wider organisation Assurance & vCISO
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